SAMPLE DEGREE PROGRESSION PLAN FOR E-CAMPUS (MHP) STUDENTS

YEAR 1

FALL:       NSE 531     Radiophysics (3)
WINTER:     NSE 583     Radiobiology (3)
            NSE 507     Seminar (1)
SPRING:     NSE 535     Ext Dosimetry and Shielding (4)
SUMMER:     NSE 536     Radiation Detection (4)

YEAR 2

FALL:       NSE 515     Nuclear Rules and Regulations (2)
            NSE 507     Seminar (1)
WINTER:     NSE 590     Internal Dosimetry (3)
            NSE 516*    Radiochemistry (4)
SPRING:     ELECTIVE (4)
            NSE 507     Seminar (1)

YEAR 3

FALL:       NSE 588     Radioecology (3)
WINTER:     NSE 582     Applied Radiation Safety (4)
SPRING:     ELECTIVE (4)
            ELECTIVE (4)

Final oral exam